Introduction
Recently, successive power blackouts of large scale occurred in the world, which attracts researchers' attention to the reliability of power grid.Power network fault diagnosis in our current electrical grid has been completed by experience with alert message on SCADA information platform. But it is difficulty for dispatchers to process warning message to analyse fault diagnosing in the condition of multi-complex fault. So using computer to process and diagnose power network faults automatically has become the inevitable demand.
Literature Review
With the complex of Power Network relay configuration, the change of Power network topology and all kinds of uncertainty, fault diagnosis and restoration of power network is a complicated, comprehensive issue. At present the information acquired by the fault diagnose of power system is mainly from the SCADA system based on relay operational information and breakers message.The diagnose difficulties substantially rises with false alarms and missing alarms about Power systems fault.logical relationship between circuit breaker relays and circuit-breaker protected was used to corrects most of the errors and add the missing information [1, 2] . A lot of technique and theory of fault diagnosis in the power system have been proposed, such as expert system, artificial nerve net, Petri Net and Fuzzy theory. Fault section and fault type are estimated by using the information from protection relay and circuit breaker [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Analysis and Diagnosis on Power System Faults
Analyze on Power System Faults. With matlab simulink simulation techniques, the wave of voltage and current under the most serious failure is obained, as shown in Figure 1 By comparing fault current, Two phase-to-ground fault current is similar to single phase earthing current with double dash current. three-phase short circuit fault current is similar to single phase earthing current.
Synthesis and analysis on electrical signals wave. Wave is synthetized any two phase in the current signal in the vertical direction ideally as shown in Figure. Single phase earthing graphics is severely compressed in one direction, two phase-to-ground fault graphics is oblong shape, phases shortingault graphics turned out to be line on both sides close to the line with slope-1,three-phase short circuit fault graphics is scattered oval-shaped. as shown in Figure5(1)-(4) . 
Conclusion and discussion
The paper analyses and identifies synthesis image data of fault current based on research grid failures characteristics with SVM, gives a new method to diagnose and restorate fault of power network. Compared with other neural networks, simulation results show that the SVM-based method has higher accuracy and faster rapidity for the recognition. It is a practical approach for engineering application to overcome defects sensitive to initialization and easy fallen to local minimum. The future research direction includes: one,when a fault occurs in a power system wiht some more mixed statistics, multi-source information fusion is a effective solution conducting information coming from multiple sources with multi-level, multifaceted, multi-level processing to generate new and meaningful information. Two, with the scale of power system larger and larger, the whole power system gets more and more complicated, several data fusion methods instead of the simple means is one important field of studies.
